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APC WADVEAA-AA-01 warranty/support extension

Brand : APC Product code: WADVEAA-AA-01

Product name : WADVEAA-AA-01

1 Yr Advantage EAA Prevent Service Plan for (1) 1 or 3P UPS 10 - 40kVA, Batt Frm, PDU or Acc.

APC WADVEAA-AA-01 warranty/support extension:

Web-based service that serves as a second set of eyes into the health of a company's physical
infrastructure. Experienced professionals work non-stop to provide 24-hour monitoring and to help
diagnose problems before they become critical.
APC WADVEAA-AA-01. Number of years: 1 year(s)

Features

Number of years 1 year(s)

Features

Compatibility 3P-USV, 10–40 kVA
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